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You Will
Melissa Etheridge

SONG:   YOU WILL
ARTIST: MELISSA ETHERIDGE
ALBUM:  4th STREET FEELING
TAB BY: DON CZARSKI
EMAIL:  GUITARZAN7@HOTMAIL.COM

                       YOU WILL
                  MELISSA ETHERIDGE
 
INTRO: 
  (G) 
E -------------------|-----------------|
B -------------------|-----------------|
G ----0-----------0--|---0-----------0-|
D --------0--0h2-----|-------0--0h2----|
A -------------------|-----------------|
E -3-----------------|-3---------------|

   Em                           F  C
E -------------------|----------1--3---|
B -------------------|----------1--5---|
G -----0-----------0-|------0---2--5---|
D --2-----2--0h2-----|--2-------3--5---|
A --2----------------|--2-------3--3---|
E -------------------|----------1--3---|

VERSE: 
G
Looking down life s long road
Em
Thinking you ve got so far to go
               F
Kickin  over tricycles getting to your bicycles
                C                             G
Hittin  up the kick stand look Mama no hands

VERSE:
 G
They tell you two and two make four
    Em
But you know life is so much more
                 F                       C
You keep hearing no but you re ready for the show

 



CHORUS:
        G
If you think you ll never make it you will
        Em
If you think you re gonna break it you will
     Am                       C
The journey is on and if you don t know the song
      G                      F C
You will, you will, you will

VERSE:
 G
Time is just a slinky toy
Em
Rolling down the stairs for joy
           F
Everybody gets there this I know
       C
Honey you can take it slow

CHORUS:
          G
If you think you ll never make it you will
        Em
If you think you re gonna break it you will
      Am                      C
The journey is on and if you don t know the song
     G
You will, you will, you will

BREAK:
F             C
 Because you are
G
 Just what you believe
   Am
So if you believe
 Em
Then you will see

VERSE:
 G
Lookin  down life s long road
       Em
Your dreams will show you which way to go
                    F
And if you meet a mountain move it to the side
                 C
Climb it to the top you can take it for a ride



     G
Yeah, and you will, you will
Em
 You will, you will
                           G
If you think you ll never make it, you will
               Em                       
Ah, honey you will, you will, you will    

OUTRO:
F  C               G
   Aw, and if you don t know just how much I love you
        Em
If you don t know all I will do for you
       Am                      C
And if you don t know just how far I m gonna go
G                                
 You will, you will 
Em
 You will, You will
G                   Em   F C G
 You will, You will


